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“As Head of Corporate Services at Kibble, part of my job is to help  to design 
and create more dynamic business models that will allow the Charity to grow 
and increase the services and support it provides for children across the 
Scotland and the UK. 

The chance to study at UWS for an MBA has given me greater confidence in 
that work. It has given me the space and the time to learn and reflect about 
important business ideas that I have now been able to put into practice. It is a 
very rewarding and accessible experience that I would recommend to anyone.”

Mark MacMillan, MBA Graduate and Head of Corporate Services, Kibble

Our bespoke online learning environment (MBAWorld) 
provides exceptional support, and uniquely enhances 
the UWS MBA learning experience.  



Master of Business Administration
Full-Time
Lanarkshire

Duration & study mode:
1 year full-time

Course starting dates:
Lanarkshire: May 2020

Our Unique MBA
Our MBA programme allows you to interact with over 1,000 fellow UWS MBA 
students across 13 different locations across the world, through formal and 
informal discussion groups and in the online MBA cafe.

Course Content
Leading edge content and case study examples ensure that the MBA learning 
supports student development and career aspirations.

Content and learning opportunities help develop:

1. Strategic analytical skills
2. Business intuition
3. Enquiring and adaptive thinking

Essential core business knowledge and understanding is provided, alongside a 
strong emphasis on developing the applied managerial skills vital for effective 
business leaders.

Academic entry requirements
We offer many possible entry routes, recognising past qualifications and 
experience. In general, you will normally be expected to satisfy at least one of 
the following admissions requirements:

• have a degree awarded by an appropriate institution
• have a postgraduate award (passed at an appropriate level)
• have an appropriate professional qualification such as those from ACCA or CIMA
• have passed a pre-Masters, or other foundation course
• be a mature student with relevant work or 

professional experience

MBA Course Fees
MBA Full-time
£11,450 in total

DISCOVER THE FUTURE OF LEARNING AT UWS 
LANARKSHIRE CAMPUS, SCOTLAND’S BRAND 
NEW ULTRA-MODERN UNIVERSITY CAMPUS.


